
Continuing Into the Future: the Return(Invited Paper)Luc Moreau�University of SouthamptonL.Moreau@ecs.soton.ac.ukAbstractfuture is an annotation that indicates which expressions of a program may be evaluated in parallel. Byde�nition, future is transparent, i.e. annotated programs return the same results as in the absence of annota-tions. In such a framework, the interaction of parallelism and �rst-class continuations has been considered asa delicate matter for a long time. Indeed, unrestricted parallelism and �rst-class continuations may lead tonon-deterministic programs, which is contradictory to the notion of annotation. In this paper, we overviewthe formal semantics of future and �rst-class continuations. The semantics is an abstract machine that modelsa parallel computer with a shared memory.1 IntroductionThe continuation of an expression is de�ned as the computation that remains to be performed after evaluating theexpression [22]. Some languages, like Scheme [21, 23] or Standard ML of New-Jersey [1] provide the programmerwith �rst-class continuations; in these languages, continuations have the same status as numerical values, i.e.they can be passed in argument to or returned by functions, or stored in data structures. First-class continuationsare useful to program control structures like backtracking, coroutines, engines, or exceptions [6, 8, 9].Our interest is to design a language that would allow the programmer to build parallel applications easily.In the approach called \parallelism by annotations", programming languages are extended with annotations bywhich the programmer points out the expressions that may be evaluated in parallel. By de�nition, annotationsmust be transparent , that is, annotated terms must return the same result as in the absence of annotations. Thisapproach to parallelism is high-level because transparent annotations avoid the programmer to concentrate onparallelism-speci�c problems such as deadlocks, race conditions, and non-determinism.The annotation future, initially proposed by Baker and Hewitt [2], is the construct providing parallelismin Halstead's MultiLisp [7]. Intuitively, an expression (future exp) immediately returns a new value, calledplaceholder , which is a data structure with one slot; in parallel, a new task is created to evaluate the argument offuture and to store its value in the placeholder. Hence, future creates a \producer-consumer" type of parallelism,where a producer task computes the value of exp in parallel with a task which continues the evaluation as if italready had obtained the value of exp.However, providing transparent annotations is not a trivial task, especially in the presence of �rst-classcontinuations. Indeed, using �rst-class continuations, one can write programs whose �nal values depend on theevaluation order. If we add parallelism to the language in a uncontrolled way, the evaluation order changes, andthe value of programs may become non-deterministic, which is contrary to the notion of transparent annotation.The simple following program illustrates the problem:(callcc (� exit: (cons (future (exit 1)) (future (exit 2))))) (1)Each future creates a new task to evaluate its argument, and returns a new placeholder as value. As a result,this expression leads to three tasks running in parallel and respectively evaluating (exit 1), (exit 2), and thecons primitive. Applying the continuation exit on a value has the e�ect of returning the value as a �nal result.Consequently, if parallelism is not controlled, three di�erent results may be returned: 1, 2, or a pair.�This research was supported in part by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, grant GR/K30773. Author'saddress: Department of Electronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ. United Kingdom.



So far, implementation and e�ciency questions [3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 24] have mainly motivated research onthe interaction between annotation-based parallelism and �rst-class continuations in Lisp-like. Recently only,the author of this paper de�ned a semantic framework for functional programs with �rst-class continuations andannotations for parallelism [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].In their LFP'90 paper, entitled \Continuing Into the Future", Katz and Weise [12] describe an implementationof future in the presence of �rst-class continuations. The goal of this paper is to present the formal semantics offuture in this framework; its proof of correctness can be found in [17].2 The Formal SemanticsOur purpose is to de�ne the semantics of a functional language with �rst-class continuations. Its set of terms�f , de�ned in Figure 1, is a �-calculus extended with conditionals, constants, a primitive callcc to capturecontinuations, and a future construct. The semantics is formalised by the F-PCEKS-machine, which is anabstract machine that models a parallel computer with a shared memory in the tradition of MultiLisp systems.It extends Felleisen and Friedman's CEK-machine [4].The CEK-machine [4] is an abstract machine able to evaluate sequential functional programs with �rst-class continuations, i.e. programs of �f without the construct future. Its con�guration, called a computationalstate, can be either EvhM; �; �i or RethV; �i. The �rst con�guration models the evaluation of a term M in anenvironment �, with a continuation �, while the second con�guration designates the return of a value V to acontinuation �. Continuations, representing the rest of the computation, are encoded by a data structure calledcontinuation code. A complete de�nition of the state space appears in Figure 1. Let us observe that closures arerepresented as hcl �x:M; �i, while �rst-class continuation are denoted by hco �i.Transitions rules of the CEK-machine are displayed in the �rst part of Figure 2. Details about these transitionscan be found in [4, 15]. In order to evaluate a program P , we start the CEK-machine in an initial con�gurationEvhP; ;; (init)i and end the computation if a con�guration RethV; (init)i can be reached. The �nal answer isde�ned as Unload[V; ;]. According to the function Unload, answers are values where closures and �rst-classcontinuations are replaced by a tag procedure.The F-PCEKS-machine generalises the CEK-machine by providing parallelism. It is composed of severalCEK-con�gurations that have access to a shared memory. Each CEK-con�guration represents a task in theparallel machine; new tasks can be created with the future construct. The second part of Figure 2 displays thetransitions related to parallelism in the F-PCEKS-machine.In the introduction, we described future as a construct creating a producer-consumer type of parallelism.Synchronisations between the producer and consumer take place when the consumer requires the content of theplaceholder, while its value is still being computed by the producer. Requiring the value of a placeholder is calledtouching the placeholder. It is performed by primitives like +, *, car, cdr, which can only be executed if theyreceive the actual value of their argument; these primitives are said to be strict . In our semantics, we supposethat a touch primitive is explicitly introduced for each strict operation by a translation X . Let us observe thattouch is also introduced in operator position of applications and in predicate position of conditionals.A con�guration, or state, of the F-PCEKS-machine is represented by a set of active tasks, a store, and a setof suspended tasks. Each task is a triple composed of a CEK-con�guration, a legitimacy (to be explained), anda task name.The semantics of the construct future is given by rule (fork). It allocates a new placeholder ph, which isa data structure represented by hph �i, referring to a new location � in the shared store. Then, it creates anew task Rethph; �i, which continues the evaluation with the placeholder as if it already had received the valueof the argument of future. In parallel, the initial task evaluates the argument of future, with a continuation(� det(ph; `)) which means that the value to be obtained should be stored in the placeholder. Parallelism ismodelled in the machine by the possibility to evaluate any task in the set of active tasks.When the argument of future gets evaluated, rule (determine) stores the value obtained into the locationassociated with the placeholder and removes the current task from the set of active tasks. This action iscalled determining the placeholder to the value. A placeholder whose associated location is empty is said to beundetermined .Rules (touch) and (touch suspend) deal with the situation where the primitive touch is applied on a value V .Both call the auxiliary function touch on V . If V di�ers from a placeholder, then V is returned and evaluationproceeds on the value. Otherwise, if V is a determined placeholder, we recursively proceed on its content. Finally,if V is an undetermined placeholder, the associated producer task has not yet produced a value, and the touching
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task should be suspended, by transferring it to the set of suspended task. A suspended task is awakened whenthe placeholder get determined by rule (determine).So far, we deliberately avoided to talk about continuations, and did not comment on legitimacies and rule(determinen). Placeholders are data structures that can receive at most one value: once determined, a placeholderremains constant. This invariant is automatically satis�ed in the absence of �rst-class continuations by thefunctional nature of the language. However, when using �rst-class continuations, an expression may return\several times", i.e. several values may be passed to its continuation. Therefore, in order to preserve the propertyof placeholders, rule (determine) is allowed to be �red only if the placeholder is undetermined. (We assume herethe atomicity of the transitions.) If the placeholder is already determined, rule (determinen) evaluates thecontinuation as if no future had existed (cfr. Katz and Weise [12]).However, this does not guarantee the transparency of the future construct. Indeed, the program (1) can stillreturn several �nal results. Following Katz and Weise, we use a notion of legitimacy to distinguish mandatoryfrom speculative tasks. The mandatory task is the one that performs the transition that would be performed ifevaluation had been sequential; all the other tasks are speculative.A legitimacy hleg �i, like a placeholder, is a data-structure that refers to a location in the shared store, butunlike a placeholder, it is not considered as a value because there exists no primitive to reify it to the status ofvalue. We shall also use the terms \undetermined" and \determined" for legitimacies.When starting the execution of a program, the initial task is given the initial legitimacy `i. Whenever atask � evaluates a future, rule (fork) creates a task � 0, and allocates a new legitimacy `1 in addition to thenew placeholder. After transition (fork), task � still has the same legitimacy, but is now evaluating the futureargument with a continuation (� det(ph; `1)), where ph is the placeholder to determine and `1 the legitimacyof � 0. Meanwhile, the task � 0 begins to evaluate the continuation of future with the new placeholder ph. Weknow that task � 0 performs a speculative computation on behalf of � because the legitimacy of � 0 is `1, and thecontinuation of task � contains a code (� det (ph; `1)), where `1 is explicit.Rule (determine) keeps track of legitimacy as follows. If the placeholder hph �i gets determined to a value V ,the task that speculatively consumes this placeholder becomes dependent on the value V . This dependency ismade explicit by giving the consuming task the legitimacy of the producing task. More precisely, the legitimacyof the consumer task is determined to the legitimacy of the producer task. So, legitimacy is passed between tasksas a token, whenever a placeholder gets determined.When a legitimacy hleg �i gets determined, location � receives a legitimacy, which might also be determined.Hence, as evaluation proceeds, chains of legitimacies get formed in memory. We de�ne a relation `1 ;� `2stating that there is a path from legitimacy `1 to legitimacy `2, which means that control has owed from atask with legitimacy `2 to a task with legitimacy `1. Intuitively, legitimacy models the fact that a sequentialimplementation would have performed the evaluation done by the tasks with legitimacies `2 to `1. The relation; is used to determine whether a �nal value, i.e. a value returned to the (init) continuation, is a valid answer.A valid answer is produced by the task whose legitimacy ` is such that ` ;� `i. The initial legitimacy `i isa pre-allocated legitimacy which serves as a marker for the end of legitimacy chains. This legitimacy alwaysremains undetermined because the initial program does not depend on any placeholder.The third part of Figure 2 de�nes the evaluation relation of the F-PCEKS-machine. The evaluation of aprogram P begins with an initial task hEvhP; ;; (init)i; `ii�0 and ends if a �nal con�guration can be reached;a �nal con�guration contains a task hRethV; (init)i; `i� , such that ` ;� `i, i.e. the task returning the value ismandatory.Let us note that there exist programs with a �nite mandatory computation but a possible unbounded numberof speculative transitions, like for instance (callcc�k: ((future (k 1)) 
)); where 
 is a sequential divergentterm. Therefore, divergence should be de�ned with the greatest care: a program is said to diverge if it regularlyoften performs mandatory transitions. Hence, we introduce the relation M1 !n;m M2 to denote a transitionbetween two con�gurations M1 and M2, involving n steps among which m were mandatory.3 Related Work and ConclusionThis paper overviewed the semantics of future in the presence of �rst-class continuations. Details and proof ofcorrectness can be found in [17, 18]. The same framework is also extended to deal with side-e�ects. Flanaganand Felleisen [5] de�ned the semantics of future in a purely functional language. Their goal was to derive aprogram optimisation, called the touch optimisation, which removed provably redundant touch operations. Suchan optimisation would also be useful for the language we deal with.
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